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Abstract

Recent progress on vapour diffusion coated Nb3Sn SRF

cavities makes this material a very promising alternative

for CW medium field SRF applications. In this paper we

report on several systematic studies to determine the sources

currently limiting the performance of Nb3Sn cavities to de-

termine improved coating parameters to overcome these

limitations. These include a detailed study of the sensi-

tivity of Nb3Sn to trapped ambient magnetic flux, a first

measurement of the field dependence of the energy gap in

Nb3Sn and detailed measurements of the stoichiometry of

the obtained Nb3Sn coatings with synchrotron x-ray diffrac-

tion and STEM. Initial results from a study on the impact

of the coating process parameters on energy gap, Q-slope,

and residual resistance, show clear dependencies, and thus

directions for process optimization.

INTRODUCTION

Cornell’s cutting-edge program on the development of

Nb3Sn-on-Nb cavities as an alternative to bulk niobium

has produced cavities that do not suffer from the Q-slope

endemic to previous attempts [1–3]. Recent work on im-

proving the quality factor of these cavities, as well as their

susceptibility to ambient magnetic flux has resulted in a

Q0 ≈ 2 × 1010 at 16 MV/m at 4.2 K [4]. Contemporar-

ily, recent material studies [5] of the Nb3Sn produced by

the vapour deposition method have shown that the current

limitations are non-fundamental, and are instead related to

the fabrication process of the thin-film layer. In this paper

we present the initial results of a systematic study that will

attempt to connect the parameters utilised in the fabrication

process to material characteristics and RF performance, with

the ultimate objective of creating a map between the two

that can be used to tailor the fabrication process to achieve

the desired RF performance.

THE COATING PROCESS

The Cornell Nb3Sn Furnace
Although a more in-depth description of the coating fur-

nace and associated process is given in Ref. [1], a short
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Figure 1: Diagram of the Cornell Nb3Sn furnace coating

insert from Ref. [1], highlighting the major elements.

summary will be given here: The coating furnace consists

of a niobium insert, into which the tin crucible, nucleation

agent, and any items to be coated, are placed, as seen in

Fig. 1. This insert is installed into a vertical UHV furnace

chamber. Located at the base of the coating insert is a small

cylinder, whose mouth is open to the interior of the insert,

in which the tin crucible is placed. Mounted around this

location is a second set of heating elements, which allow

the temperature of the tin crucible – hereafter referred to as

the source – to be maintained at an equal or higher tempera-

ture than that of the cavity or samples that are to be coated

(whose location will hereafter be referred to as the chamber).

This difference in temperature between the source and the

chamber, ∆T , is a crucial element of the coating process.
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The Coating Process
An example of the temperature profile for what is consid-

ered the standard coating recipe at Cornell is shown in Fig. 2.

It should be noted that the temperatures seen in this profile

are those of the thermocouples mounted inside the furnace,

and that they do not equate to the temperature experience by

source or chamber; a calibration curve is used to make that

translation for the purposes of understanding what each of

the two is subject to. Henceforth all temperatures cited here

for the source and chamber are those that have been adjusted

taking into account this calibration curve.

A standard coating consists of:

1. A degas stage lasting 24 hours,

2. Nucleation : both source and chamber held at 500◦C

for 5 hours,

3. Ramp-up : A ∆T of 100◦C is created between source

and chamber and the temperature is increased up to

>1000◦C for both, at an equal rate,

4. Coating : The chamber is held at 1100◦C, and the

source at 1200◦C, for 3 hours,

5. Annealing : The source heater is turned off and the

two temperatures are allowed to equilibrate; both the

source and chamber are then kept at 1100◦C for 6 hours

before the furnace is turned off.

The furnace is then left to cool before the samples/cavity

are removed.

VARIATIONS IN THE COATING PROCESS

Previously, very few variations in the time spent for each

step have been attempted, and no variations in the temper-

atures had been performed at Cornell. For the purposes of

Figure 2: Temperature vs. time profile for a standard coating.

The temperatures shown are for the thermocouples mounted

inside the furnace and must be altered using a known cali-

bration curve to obtain the temperatures of the tin crucible

and cavity/samples to be coated.

Figure 3: A simulation of the amount of tin remaining in

the crucible as a function of time, taken from the end of

the nucleation stage onwards, for different variations on

the coating process. The simulation agrees well with the

measured final tin amount, within 5% for all coatings.

this study, a single-cell 1.3 GHz fine-grain niobium cavity

was coated four times, each time varying one parameter in

the process:

• Standard : A standard coating as described in the

previous section,

• Extended coating : The coating stage was extended

to last 6 hours (c.f. 3),

• Elevated coating : The temperature of the source

during the coating stage was elevated to 1230◦C (c.f.

1200),

• Elevated annealing : The temperature of both the

source and the chamber were elevated to 1200◦C during

the annealing stage (c.f. 1100◦C).

Figure 4: Residual resistance as a function of peak RF field

on the surface of the cavity for different coating recipes

performed on the same cavity. In each case, the maximum

field achieved in the cavity was limited by a quench.
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Between each coating, the cavity was tested and then the

surface was reset, by doing a 10 minute inside-and-out cold

BCP and a 20 minute inside-only cold BCP to remove the

Nb3Sn layer.

Recently, a simulation framework capable of calculating

the evaporation rate of the tin in the crucible with tempera-

ture and time spent in the furnace has been completed. An

example of the simulation for a number of different coating

runs, including those described above, is shown in Fig. 3. As

can be seen, during runs in which there is still tin remaining

in the crucible post-coating, the simulation agrees with the

final measured amount within 5% or better. This simulation

will now be used to tailor the amount of tin for the desired

length and temperature of the coating step; as can be seen,

during a standard coating the remaining tin is still being

transferred, albeit at a lower rate, during the annealing stage.

INITIAL RESULTS

A plot of the low-field BCS energy gap for the different

coatings is shown in Fig. 5. Although more statistics are

necessary, initial results show that the coating parameters

do dictate the superconducting properties of the thin-film

layer. The mechanism that gives rise to this change is the

scope for further work.

A plot of the residual resistance with peak RF magnetic

field on the surface for the different coatings is shown in

Fig. 4. Contemporary studies have shown that the Q0 and

Q-slope in Nb3Sn cavities up to medium fields of 15 MV/m

are dominated by the residual resistance [4]. Initial results

show that coating parameters do affect both the low-field

Q0, the Q-slope, and the quench field.

As seen in Fig. 6, the residual resistance at low fields is

negatively impacted by a slower transfer rate of too much

tin. Although in the standard coating the transfer rate is

Figure 5: A plot of the energy gap at low field for the differ-

ent coatings. At this stage the errors on the measurements

are too large for decisive conclusions, but initial results do

show that the coating parameters can affect the energy gap

significantly.

Figure 6: Residual resistance at low field for the four different

coatings.

Figure 7: Q-slope – defined as change in surface resistance

at 2 K per mT of applied RF magnetic field – for the four

different coatings.

similar to that seen in the elevated annealing, the amount of

tin transferred is approximately half of that transferred in

both the extended coating and elevated annealing cases. In

the case of the elevated coating, more tin was transferred,

but the higher rate and shorter mean free path of the gaseous

tin appear to have a positive impact in spite of more tin

being transferred. It is also likely that the larger amount of

tin transferred in this case was offset by the annealing step,

during which the rate of tin arriving at the surface is more

than halved.

A similar picture is seen with regards to the Q-slope for

each coating, as seen in Fig. 7. In this case, the Q-slope is de-

fined to be the linear change in surface resistance at 2 K (thus,

in the scenario in which residual resistance dominates) over

the low-to-medium-field region of 20-40 mT, corresponding

to approx. 5-10 MV/m in an ILC cavity. In this case, we see

that the elevated annealing actually demonstrates the small-

est Q-slope, although the standard and elevated coatings are
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Figure 8: Measured Quench field at 2 K for the four different

coatings.

also satisfactory. Once again, the transfer of more tin with-

out any changes to the annealing stage or an increase in the

rate of tin transfer, as was the case in the extended coating,

is seen to have a negative impact on the cavity performance.

The final figure of merit is that of the quench field for

each coating, see in Fig. 8. Here, we see two distinct cases:

that of the extended coating and the elevated anneal, both

of which quenched around 45 mT of peak RF magnetic

field, and that of the standard and elevated coatings, both of

which achieved 60 mT of peak RF field before quenching.

This once again suggests that simply transferring more tin

and/or over-annealing the cavity gives comparatively poor

performance, and that a higher tin transfer rate and shorter

tin mean free path, balanced against a correctly metered

annealing stage, is key to good performance.

CONCLUSION

A systematic study of the effects of coating parameters on

cavity performance has begun. This is being corroborated

with material property studies carried out simultaneously

[5]. Initial results suggest that the path to improved RF

performance lies in a higher rate of transfer for the tin vapour,

with a correspondingly lower mean free path, which likely

results in a more even coating. Furthermore, it is evident that

simply transferring more tin, and overdoing the annealing

stage, are detrimental to the cavity’s performance.

Further work will focus on changes in the amount of tin

transferred during both the coating and annealing stages,

utilising the simulation framework developed recently. Once

complete, the resulting map of the parameter space will be

utilised to develop a coating profile that maximises cavity

efficiency and quench field.
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